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Sally: The Lagoon ran out of water!

Tiger: Oh no! We can’t bathe!

Perry: Oh no! We can’t drink!

T: I bet a rock or a beaver dam is blocking it up.

S: Your correct Tiger let’s go to the waterfall.

Scene: 2 Magic waterfall.

P: We’re at the waterfall.

S: Let’s go to the top and see what happened.

T: (at the top) Look! A beaver dam is blocking the way!

S: You’re correct Tiger there is a beaver dam.

Scene: 3 Beaver Dam

P: Maybe we should go talk to the beavers about the dam blocking the waterfall.

T: (walking towards the beaver dam) Hey beavers we would like to talk to you!

S: May you please move our beaver dam some place else, because it is blocking our lagoon.

F: Sure, boys stop working! Boys we’re gonna build another beaver dam far away from this place.

S: Thank you for moving your beaver dam some place else.

T: Let’s go home and see if the waterfall is working.
P: Yay! We’ve arrived at the waterfall and the lagoon has water again!!!!!!

S: Let’s go play in the lagoon, But be careful of the Deep Dark Secret of the Black Lagoon!

T: WHAT?!!

THE END